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Innovate My School

Who is more resilient in your school...

...pupils or teachers?

Why not increase all of their resilience
with a few simple training strategies?

For more details visit:
www.resiliencematters.eu

RESILIENCE
Training for Schools

“I know how to cope now when things go wrong or I feel rejected by   
my mates” Year 10 pupil

“Feeling less stressed and happier with my work-life balance!” 
Year 7 teacher

“I was worried about moving school but now I’m okay with it.” 
Year 6 pupil
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S ince Innovate My School began in January 2010, our passionate 
community of thought-leaders have shared some fascinating ideas  
and innovations for improving teaching and learning in their school 

- all of which are freely available to read on our website. The Innovate 
My School Guide builds on these ideas by exploring in more depth, from 
a wide array of contributors, the 10 most popular topics throughout 
Innovate My School over the last 12 months.

Within each section, we explore the potential 
benefits, pitfalls, future trends and learning 
outcomes for each innovation area, providing you 
with a warts-and-all view of how they can impact 
a school and, ultimately, the learning experience 
of the pupil. We have even included case studies 
to provide evidence, should you need to 
persuade any SLT members on the benefits!

The calibre and number of teachers that want to write for Innovate  
My School is always humbling. We’re lucky to work in a space where 
passion and enthusiasm is not in short supply, so it wasn’t difficult to  
find 21 creative teachers to share their stories within this Guide.

It can’t be underestimated the impact our teacher community can have  
on teaching and learning throughout the country. As with all of the articles 
we publish, the aim is to provide a burst of inspiration that sends you off 
on an exciting journey of innovative ideas to take back to your school.  
I hope this publication does not disappoint.

 

Welcome
to the first edition of the Innovate My School Guide

Within each section, we explore 

the potential benefits, pitfalls, future

trends and learning outcomes for 

each innovation area.

By Michael Forshaw

Michael Forshaw
Managing Director

Because it’s an informal and 
relaxed introduction to the  
latest tech and practices

It’s something different  
to usual meetings - fun  
and quirky

Ideal for clusters of  
heads, deputies, SLTs,  
ICT leaders and  
business managers  
- 2000+ so far

Saves time from  
visiting exhibitions

Completely FREE to schools!

“Excellent idea - really 
informative session”- 

Halton Association of 
Primary Headteachers

“Like the BETT show without the 
pain, bewilderment and crowds”- 

Dominic Norrish, Group Director 
of Technology, United Learning

“Excellent way of  
exploring new technology” -  

Business Manager,  
The Holgate Academy
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Why are so many schools 
speed-dating?

For more info please contact Damien or Evon on  
01244 312720 / events@innovatemyschool.com

www.innovatemyschool.com/live
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Joe White 

is a prolific keynote speaker, former assistant 
headteacher and author of the bestselling 

Perfect ICT Every Lesson. He is now an independent 
education consultant/trainer and ITL associate. 

@ICTEvangelist 
educationevangelist.com 
mark@ictevangelist.com

is a Google / Microsoft certified deputy 
director of studies. Interested in creativity 

and innovation in the classroom, she is the author of 
Don’t Change the Lightbulbs and Teacher Geek.

@rlj1981
createinnovateexplore.com

Fairbrother1981@gmail.com 

has been teaching for seven years. He has 
been widely recognised for his 3D printing 

work, being awarded the 3D Printshow Educational 
Excellence Award in 2013 and 2014. 

@ladybridgeDT  
philipcotton.com  

philipcotton@hotmail.com 

is a technology teacher on special assignment 
and former High school Social Studies 

teacher in Rocklin, California. Along with teaching, Ryan 
presents at technology and Social Studies workshops.

@creativeedtech
creativeedtech.com

rodonnell@rocklinusd.org 

has experience in teaching all years from 
Reception to Year 6, and is progression  

team leader for Year 3 and 4 at Lanesend Primary  
School, Isle of Wight. 

@grahamandre  
numeracyshed.com

grahamandre07@gmail.com

is the head of Religion at a Secondary  
school in Cairns,  Australia, and is in the final 

stages of a PhD in Theology at the University of Leeds.

@DALynch146
theologyofmusic.wordpress.com 

danielle.a.lynch@hotmail.co.uk  

is an Elementary educator working in 
Columbus, Ohio. He has a passion for 

innovation in education and also for collaboration with 
teachers, parents and, most importantly, pupils. 

@mr_crossj  
mrcrossjr.tumblr.com  

mr.iratcrossjr@gmail.com

is the curriculum leader for Geography at 
the International School of Toulouse. He’s the 

author of geographypods.com, a repository of teaching / 
learning materials for the Geography classroom.

@Mattpodbury
geographypods.com

support@geographypods.com  

is the assistant headteacher at Bower Park 
Academy in Romford, Essex. He received 

his BA Honours in Physical Education with QTS from 
Greenwich University, London in 2000. 

@GlobalYouthNet 
globalyouth.org.uk  

aylette@bowerpark.havering.sch.uk

is an educator with a proven track record 
of innovative and inspirational teaching. He 

has presented a number of sessions at BETT on using 
mobile technology in schools.

@urban_teacher
urbanteacher.co.uk

mark@urbanteacher.co.uk 

is a Year 6 teacher, English coordinator and 
Apple Distinguished Educator for Norwood 

Primary in Southport. He’s passionate about using 
technology effectively to enhance all areas of learning.

@ICT_with_MrD  
norwoodprimaryschool.com  

nick.dempster44@gmail.com

is an education consultant specialising in 
learning outdoors. She’s the author of Dirty 

Teaching: A Beginner’s Guide to Learning Outdoors and 
I’m A Teacher, Get Me OUTSIDE Here!

@CreativeSTAR
creativestarlearning.co.uk 

info@creativestarlearning.co.uk 

is head of MFL at Downe House School 
in Berkshire, leading a large and successful 

department. She has set up TeachMeets and a school 
blog (dhtm.wordpress.com). 

@basnettj
janeebasnett.blogspot.co.uk 

basnettj@downehouse.net

is an author, former History teacher, 
school leader and edtech consultant. He is 

currently the group director of technology at United 
Learning, a group of over 50 schools. 

@domnorrish
educate1to1.org/book

Dominic.Norrish@unitedlearning.org.uk 

is head of ICT at Ashton on Mersey 
school, where he has held a number of 

roles, starting as a KS3 coordinator then becoming 
KS4 coordinator for ICT. 

showe@aom.trafford.sch.uk
aomschool.thedeantrust.co.uk 

is the award-winning head of faculty for 
Computer Science at Kings Monkton 

Independent School in South Wales. He has a master’s 
degree in Technology for Teaching and Learning.

@Mr_Speight
kingsmonkton.org.uk

adamspeight@kingsmonkton.org.uk

is an Aussie teaching English and is currently 
her school’s e-learning coordinator, though 

she believes in pedagogy before technology.

@FlyMyGeekFlag
flyingmygeekflag.wordpress.com 

flyingmygeekflag@gmail.com

is a teacher and Computing coordinator 
at Springwell Park Primary. Teaching for 

approximately 10 years, he’s worked in a variety of 
settings, including specialist provision for SEN pupils. 

@trysomeicytea
trysomeicytea.blogspot.com

pnottingham@springwellpark.org.uk

has been teaching in SEN for nine years, and is the lead practitioner 
for Strategic ICT and Curriculum at Oak Grove, a Secondary special 
school in West Sussex.

is strategic leader for ICT and a member of 
the Senior Leadership Team at Meadowside 

Special School. She has four children, the youngest of 
whom has Down’s Syndrome.         

@meadowsideCH49
meadowsideschool.com   

carolynhughes@meadowsideschool.com 

works with children with autism and 
communication difficulties at Stone Bay 

School in Broadstairs, Kent, supporting them to manage 
the frustration that leads to sometimes very challenging 
behaviour.  @jw_teach 

teachsen.wordpress.com 
dr_dig2001@hotmail.com  

@jwinchester25
senclassroom.wordpress.com 

Jwinchester25@gmail.com 
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B11 Education is your one stop shop for all your school      
improvement, consultancy and training needs.   

                                                                                                    
At B11 we are passionate about achieving high quality education for all! Our mission 
is to work in partnership with schools to help build their capacity and improve the 

outcomes for children and learners across the UK and beyond.  

Nationally Renowned Experts in preparing you for Ofsted. 

 

TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES 
All of our training courses are of exceptionally high quality 
and are designed to meet the needs of all our participants. 
See our website for our current training courses including the 
highly acclaimed:  
How to become your school’s RESIDENT INSPECTOR. 
 

 

“Incisive, insighul and so balanced. Your developmental review drew our aenon to 
the batons we had dropped. We have derived enormous benefit from your experience 
and wisdom. You have empowered us. School development budget well spent!” 
Colin Hall, Head, Holland Park School, London. 

“Insighul, powerful and highly accurate training! B11 Educaon challenges and inspires 
you to improve; truly building our capacity and securing our outstanding grade by        
Ofsted.” 
Martyn Oliver, Execuve Principal, Outwood Grange Academy, Wakefield. 

We also offer: 
Website Compliance checks 

RAISEonline analysis 
Developmental Reviews 

Governor Training 
Safeguarding Audits 

School Improvement Partner 
Pupil Premium Reviews 

AND MUCH MORE! 

More information: 
www.b11.co 
enquiries@b11.co 
 

For nearly 20 years, Netop has been a trusted resource for educators teaching with 
technology. From traditional PC-based computer labs to 1:1 smart device initiatives and flipped 
classrooms, we’ve evolved with educators as they face new challenges and embrace the 
latest technology in the classroom.

Designed with teachers in mind, our classroom management technology is used around the 
globe and puts a rich variety of powerful tools in your hands.

We Make Teaching with Technology Easier & More Effective

Learn more or try it free at www.netop.com/education

IgnIte InterestguIde LearnIng engage students Focus attentIon FLeXIBLe PrIcIngImProve grades

Get in touch with our UK distributor on
01926 813500 or sales@maitek.co.uk

new versIon
for

Windows 10 
& Mac 

Teacher

Maitek-EDU-Full-page_148x210mm.indd   1 9/9/15   10:59 AM

http://bit.do/GmaitekA8
http://bit.do/GmaitekA8
http://bit.do/Gb11A9
http://bit.do/Gb11A9
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Coding &
Robotics

Coding and robotics provide many

opportunities to create innovative

products for schools.



www.innovatemyschool.com
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Coding & Robotics

R eplacing abacuses with algorithms may have lifted 
eyebrows a decade ago, but the now well-embedded 
Computing curriculum has ensured that the next 

generation are experts, not followers, of future technology. 
Pupils are driving the world’s economy forward with the 
endless digital possibilities that evolve in this digital age.

Understanding how computers work sounds almost archaic 
in many senses now. The fundamental principles and concepts 
surrounding computing aren’t just being developed to fit in 
with current technology; they’re also being propelled into 
the world to which we’re headed. This is not only fantastical, 
innovative and exciting, but also necessary and crucial for the 
UK to remain at the cutting-edge of the digital world.

Robotics is just one way to express creative digital freedom 
well, given the extensive cross-disciplinary scope for learning 
and exploring new frontiers. In our complex world, robotic 
technologies save time, money and even lives. The possibilities 
as we progress through the 21st century with our coding 
children is awe-inspiring in itself.

The precise and unambiguous nature of code launches 
logical reasoning into the forefront of learning journeys, 
allowing children to not only understand code, but to be the 
digital leaders of the future destiny of it.

We’re delighted to welcome coding and robotics 
professionals Simon Howe, Mark Martin, Nick 
Dempster and Adam Speight to debate the teaching 
methods in this innovative area.

Simon Howe: They help pupils develop improved 
independence and resilience to learning, as coding 
especially is focused around problem-solving. The 
development of critical thinking skills and solving things 
in a number of different ways is great, and robotics 
enable pupils to program and create a wide array of 
solutions to the same problem, in a pupil-led way.

Mark Martin: The journey for many ICT teachers 
has been tedious, but the reward has empowered 
them to learn a skill that will transform pupils from 
being consumers, to creators, within the classroom. 
Coding and robotics provide many opportunities 
to create innovative products for their schools and 
community. It also helps to raise the awareness of the 
ever-growing technology sector in the UK. 
 
Nick Dempster: Children become so engaged 
in coding and robotics that they often don’t 
realise they’re learning risk-taking, logic, reasoning, 
sequencing and debugging skills. They relish the 
chance to help each other to solve errors and debug 

Simon Howe: Take your time in selecting the correct 
coding and robotics solutions for your needs, carefully 
considering: cost, support, resource, hardware and 
software compatibility with school IT systems. Make 
sure your staff fully understand how it works before you 
deliver to a group. This can be achieved through small 
group teaching or coding clubs after school.
 
Mark Martin: The school’s IT infrastructure isn’t 
always adequate to meet the demands of the coding 
and robotics environment. Most IT systems in schools 
are plagued with filters and blockers, which means the 
only hope to effectively build something is at home or 
on a standalone computer.
 
Nick Dempster: Teachers who are not 
experienced could be reluctant to use robotics due 

codes when problems occur. Pupils should be given 
the opportunity to use something they do not have 
regular access to at home, and this is especially true 
when working with robots.
 
Adam Speight: Learners gain an insight as to how 
coding and robotics actually work, which enables 
them to interact in a much more mature and efficient 
manner. Learners automatically develop a sound 
awareness of artificial intelligence and gain a more 
kinesthetic, hands-on experience when learning how 
to code using robotics. 
 
Nick Dempster: In a technology-rich world, it 
is not enough to simply use a computer. Allowing 
children the experience to actually write their own 
code or apps encourages them to think deeper, and 
realise just how clever and advanced the technology 
they use on a daily basis is. It can also encourage 
more children to develop their knowledge and skills 
in Computer Science, programming and robotics 
when they get older.

to fear of something going wrong. My advice is to 
celebrate failures. Deeper thinking and problem-
solving will take place as both the children and the 
teacher try to defuse what has gone wrong. 

Adam Speight: The sole use of visual 
programming software is, in my opinion, wrong, as 
pupils need to be introduced to textual programming 
as soon as possible. Anyone can click a range of 
buttons, but a real programmer is the person who can 
write and edit actual pieces of code.
 
Nick Dempster: The belief that coding and 
robotics are isolated parts of the curriculum with few 
cross-curricular links is a pitfall. This can be overcome 
through the teacher’s own creativity. 

Technology is key in modern learning, but to what 
extent do coding and robotics play a part in this?

There are of course potential downsides to 
any technology-based learning, correct?

Simon Howe Mark Martin Nick Dempster Adam Speight

Contributors

Benefits & Pitfalls

http://www.norwoodprimaryschool.com/
http://aomschool.thedeantrust.co.uk/
http://urbanteacher.co.uk/
http://www.kingsmonkton.org.uk/
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Taking the Raspberry  
Pi plunge

The key to my coding 
classroom

A t a CAS event in June 2014, there was a talk 
from a lecturer at Manchester University. He 
talked about a project where all first year 

pupils were given a Raspberry Pi to keep and use 
within lectures and Computing labs. So I thought to 
myself, could I do this for the new Year 10 Computing 
pupils in September 2014?

The first step was to get my IT suites Pi-friendly. To 
achieve this, we installed new all-in-one desktops with 
HDMI out as well as a power cable for the Pi. This 
enabled pupils to set up their Pi devices very quickly. 
The second stage was giving the pupils a Pi each to 
take away and learn with!

The first few weeks were a steep learning curve for 
both the pupils and myself. Initially I found that pupils 
were having a number of problems with the display, SD 
cards, logging on and sound issues, with each issue taking 

A t my previous school, I was given the challenge 
to introduce coding and STEAM (Science, 
Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics) 

to my department and wider school community. The 
job responsibility seemed very daunting, because it 
required me to have a clear vision that I could carry 
out and see through. This meant I had to create an 
ecosystem that could run on its own and without too 
much micromanagement.

The first step I had taken to introduce coding to 
my colleagues within the department was to train 
them over a period of a month. We also included 
technicians in the process because we felt they would 
be key to making this roll-out a success. To get Key 
Stage 3 pupils on board, we introduced morning and 
after-school code clubs for them to create, innovate 
and learn the basics of web development.  

To ensure success, I met with the headteacher 
to get her backing for the initiative. This was really 
important, because if the leadership supports the 
drive, then it makes the task easier in implementing 
and setting the right culture throughout the school.

To sustain the momentum of getting teachers 
and pupils engaged in coding, I created a coding wall 
outside my classroom, so that everyone could see its 
power in today’s world. I also invited programmers 
and coders from the industry in on a fortnightly basis 
to come and showcase their innovations to staff and 
pupils. This created a positive buzz around the school 
and more pupils enquiring about computer science at 
Key Stage 4.

up lots of time. However, I found after a few chaotic 
weeks that confidence improved, with us all showing the 
ability to solve problems at a much faster pace.

Throughout the year we did a variety of projects 
on the Pi, with the main area getting pupils to use 
the Linux command shell and Python programming. 
This enabled pupils to become more independent 
and confident in key areas of computing. For the 
assessment and storage of work, pupils were using 
Google Drive to complete and store work to 
be marked. This also enabled the pupils and I to 
bypass the IT support team, allowing a fast install of 
programs without jumping through hoops with an IT 
network manager.

So a year on, what was the outcome of this 
project? Overall, a successful one! The promotion 
of pupils using their Pis at home, as well as pupils 
producing some fantastic work showing knowledge 
well beyond the set brief was great to see. One pupil 

was using the command shell on the Pi, even 
using a text-based browser for research and 
finding information on the internet. Another 
pupil started to do some hacks on his device, 
due to him forgetting his password and 
having to gain access. Three pupils on work 
experience at our partner UKFast used 
their Linux knowledge to build VMs (virtual 
machines) and WordPress sites.

There is no doubt that I will be taking 
this forward to future computing pupils. 

I took pictures of coding events, posted articles to 
the school’s website and magazine. Pupils in the younger 
class stated their interest of perusing coding at Key Stage 
4, which showed clear evidence that the work being 
done throughout the school to push the subject was 
having a positive effect on the young people.

We included technicians because we

felt they would be key to making the

project roll-out a success. 

I created a coding wall outside my

classroom, so that everyone could 

see its power in today’s world.

Pupils were having a number of

problems with the display, SD cards,

logging on and sound.

By Simon Howe By Mark Martin

Linux and Python enabled pupils to

become more independent and 

confident in key areas of computing.

http://aomschool.thedeantrust.co.uk/
http://urbanteacher.co.uk/
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AnyWorld Coding Kits

WorldSkills Robotics

Engaging, modular teacher training 
and classroom kits using Scratch 
and Python that break coding into 
simple, easy to understand steps. 

Here’s what teachers are 
saying: “User -friendly and an 
effective way of teaching code.” 
“Easy to understand.” “Boosts 
confidence and knowledge.” 
“Pupils engaged with the kits 
straight away.”

Studica is the sponsor for the 
WorldSkills Mobile Robotics 
Competition and official supplier of 
the Robotics collection. Our robotics 
collection is the approved bundle for 
creating a robot that will complete 
the task specified in the WorldSkills 

Find out more and download 
your free lesson plan -  covering 
KS2 (Sequence of Statements) or 
KS3 (Variables and Assignment): 
www.anyworld.eu/modular_
coding_for_schools. 

Competition. Teams around the 
world use this product to train 
and compete in the WorldSkills 
Mobile Robotics Competition. The 
WorldSkills Robotics Starter Kit 
is a scaled down version of the 
collection at half the price. 

e  enquiries@anyworld.eu
w  www.anyworld.eu
t  @anyworldltd

e  orders_uk@studica.com 
w  www.studica.com/worldskills  
t  @Studica_UK

Get started!
Read about a selection of products and services that can 
assist you with coding and robotics in your school.

ROBOTC Pitsco STEM Products

VEX Robotics

Programming is a key element of the new computing 
curriculum and ROBOTC, linked with Robot Virtual 
Worlds, allows pupils to work one-to-one coding 
and debugging. They can run code on virtual robots, 
or the physical VEX robots – allowing pupils to see 
the actual outcome of their work. Graphical input, 
progresses to Natural Language and ultimately C++ 
code. FREE curriculum, sample code and walk-
through tutorials allow pupils to grow in confidence 
as they develop their skills.

With Studica, Pitsco hands -on STEM learning 
solutions are the best way to help your pupils 
excel in science, technology, engineering and 
math. Pitsco Education is dedicated to producing 
products and curriculum with the sole purpose 
of allowing pupils to learn, grow and succeed. 
Teachers can find curricular offerings and engaging 
kits for pupils at every grade level. Explore 
aerospace, dragsters, maths, robotics, engineering, 
sustainable energy, physical science, STEM in the 
gym, structures and much more!

VEX Robotics offers teachers a way 
of engaging pupils in the hands-
on learning of systems, materials, 
mechanisms and programming 
through the plastic VEX IQ and metal 
VEX EDR platforms. Linked with 
over 100 lessons of FREE curriculum, 

FREE CAD software and the 
extra-curricular VEX Robotics 
Competitions, it offers many 
unique opportunities for learning 
across Design & Technology, 
Engineering and Computing. 
Involvement also encourages 
teamwork, perseverance, 
communication and project 
management – skills which 
industry is looking for.

e  chris.calver@rapidonline.com  
w  www.rapidonline.com/robotc   
t  @Rapid_Edu

e  orders_uk@studica.com 
w  www.studica.com 
t  @Studica_UK

e  paul_mcknight@vexrobotics.com 
w www.vexrobotics.com 
t  @VEXRobotics

Tetrix Robotics
Tetrix Robotics, which includes Tetrix Max and Tetrix Prime, 
are the latest in robotics innovation from Pitsco Education. 
Built with versatile features and rugged durability, these 
robotic systems have incredible compatibility with LEGO 
Mindstorms used in FIRST, Arduino, Raspberry Pi, and the 
NI myRIO for World Robotics Olympiad (WRO).

e  orders_uk@studica.com 
w  www.studica.com 
t  @Studica_UK

http://bit.do/GvexPl16
http://bit.do/GrobotcPl16
http://bit.do/GPitscoPl16
http://bit.do/GtetrixPl17
http://bit.do/GwskillsPl17
http://bit.do/GanywPl17
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Leading suppliers of:
n  Laptops
n  Servers
n  Tablets
n  VDI
n  Managed Email
n  Interactive Displays

WE MANAGE IT 
Call 0845 302 1922
Email education@icc4it.co.uk or visit www.icc4it.co.uk/education
ICC, Connection House, Sandbeck Lane,  Wetherby, West Yorkshire, LS22 7TW

IT headache?
IT Solutions 
for all  
budgets

ICC Education Ad.indd   1 10/09/2015   17:19
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Apps for Good Blue{shift} Coding

Apps for Good is a free education programme 
where pupils learn to build their own apps. 
Infusing digital learning with teamwork, creativity 
and entrepreneurship, the course meets the 
requirements of the new Computing Curriculum 
and helps connect pupils’ learning to the real world. 
Educators have access to our continued professional 
development materials, the course content 
framework, and tech industry volunteers. The course 
ends with our national competition, in which the 
seven winning apps are launched on the market.

blue{shift} offer creative coding classes and 
workshops for children in Years 1- 8. Our teaching 
materials cover all aspects of the National 
Computing curriculum from coding to physical 
computing.

blue{shift} run weekly after-school coding clubs at 
schools. We can teach one off workshops or come 
to schools regularly to teach computing units.

blue{shift} have written a series of books on 
Computing for Hachette which will be published 
in Spring 2016.

e  education@appsforgood.org
w  www.appsforgood.org
t  @appsforgoodcdi

e  hello@blueshiftcoding.com 
w  www.blueshiftcoding.com 
t  @blueshiftcoding 

Urbot
Do you teach computing? 
Concerned your pupils understand 
enough? Would a simple learning 
tool, with no prep time, help? Have 
you tried Urbot?

It teaches logical thinking and 
problem solving. Pupils use flow-
cards to make their algorithm  
and program.

Urbot scans the cards and  
carries out the instructions! 

No computers. No prep.  
Lots of learning. Faster.

It’s also programmable via the 
BBC micro:bit.

Order yours today: Choose from 
different models and add on sensors. 
(Final product may vary slightly.) 

e  urbot@restech.org.uk 
w  www.restech.org.uk 
t  @Restech_edu

http://bit.do/GrestechPl18
http://bit.do/Gapps4gPl18
http://bit.do/GblueshPl18
http://bit.do/Gicc4itA19
http://bit.do/Gicc4itA19
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VEX IQ Super Kits contain 
everything you need to build robots!

CLASSROOM BUNDLES

Orderline: 01206 751166     www.rapidonline.com

• 850 parts
• 4 motors

VEX IQ Classroom Bundles are designed 
to support classroom learning and provide 
enough equipment for groups of 10, 20 or 30 
students. Each pair of students will have 
1 VEX IQ Superkit to work with.

Try           FREE for 90 days Contact education@rapidonline.com

• 7 Sensors
• Programmable brain

• Storage bin
• Instructions

A STEM REVOLUTION
Super Kit
£249.99

Order code
 70-7902

Bundle size Order code Price

10 students 70-7950 £1249.99

20 students 70-7951 £2399.99

30 students 70-7952 £3749.99

Orderline: 01206 751166     www.rapidonline.com

to support classroom learning and provide 
enough equipment for groups of 10, 20 or 30 

 for 90 days Contact education@rapidonline.com

 REVOLUTION
Super Kit
£249.99

Order code
 70-7902

Price

£1249.99

£2399.99

£3749.99
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Simon Howe: A shift in focus on security, looking 
more at how to secure networks, files and encryption. 
I think we’ll also be writing a curriculum around ethical 
hacking. I can foresee an increase in the number of pupils 
surpassing their teacher’s knowledge of coding, due to 
the increased independence of pupils learning beyond 
the classroom. There will also be more physical output 
for programming languages through various robotic 
solutions, rather than on screen outputs. Pupils will be 
increasingly using robotic learning to help solve problems 
within everyday life. 
 
Mark Martin: Coding will be seen as important as 
literacy because of the global demand for the skill. The 
introduction of robotics into the mainstream will lead the 
education system to think more about artificial intelligence. 
Designing robots in schools will be seen as a norm, and we 
will see more inventions being discovered in lessons.

Simon Howe: I’ve seen pupils being more 
independent learners, having a key skill set to fall back 
on if they encounter any problems when working. 
They have better knowledge of code and the ability 
to create software based on specific problems. More 
school leavers will be seen going on to computing 
apprenticeships or university as well, leading to an 
industry of quality coders. Pupils’ enthusiasm around 
robotics is massive, and when the robots are out, 
they are instantly engaged, excited and motivated 
in the lesson. There will continue to be greater 
creativity within the classroom, with pupils leading 
their own learning and the teacher there to aid and 
troubleshoot, rather than lead.
 
Mark Martin: Pupils develop better computational, 
analytical and problem-solving skills through 
programming and coding. They are challenged to think 
of solutions they can fix with coding or robots in 
their lives or community. This brings project-based 

Nick Dempster: Tablet-based resources will 
continue to develop and become more commonplace. 
It is far easier from a developer’s viewpoint to update 
and improve an app compared to a desktop-based 
product. These apps will continue to become more 
robust, offering more flexibility and potential challenges 
to the users. The use of models such as Lego WeDo 
will continue to bridge the gap between on screen 
programming and physical, robotic programming, and this 
will be extended through more practical projects using 
Raspberry Pi and similar kits. 

Adam Speight: The computer robotics industry will 
start growing at a greater rate, and there will be more of 
a willingness from both academia and industry to work 
with schools to inspire the next generation. Robotics 
software itself will encompass more visual programming 
elements to increase learner engagement.

learning alive, and puts emphasis on their problem-
solving skills.

Nick Dempster: Coding and robotics encourage 
risk, trial and improvement during the coding process. It 
improves logical thinking, sequential learning and abilities 
to debug - these skills can be applied to other areas 
of the curriculum as well. Children also gain a sense 
of achievement from physically programming a robot. 
Watching their work be brought to life allows pupils 
who are not necessarily academically gifted to flourish, 
improving communication skills and encouraging them 
to demonstrate their understanding to other pupils.

Adam Speight: Pupils can reflect upon a piece of 
given source code and interpret what it actually does. 
They learn to handle and further develop a piece of 
given source and display greater signs of computational 
thinking. It’s a kinesthetic learning experience which 
introduces them to the world of artificial intelligence.

What can we expect to see with coding and robotics in the coming years?

What learning outcomes have you seen in this area?

Future trends &
Learning outcomes

http://bit.do/GrapidA21
http://bit.do/GrapidA21
http://bit.do/GtascA21
http://bit.do/GtascA21
mailto:sales@tascsoftware.co.uk
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BYOD
Bring Your Own Device

By pupils using their own devices

in lessons, I find engagement in the

learning improves.
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BYOD
W hether you think BYOD is the key to schools 

keeping up with the continual digital advancement in 
the classroom, or just a teacher’s constant headache 

with a distracted class and overworked infrastructure, one thing’s 
for sure: this is still one of the most talked about developments 
in recent years.

Love it or hate it, technology follows children around. 
Phones and tablets are attached to the hip, and it’s for schools 
to decide on whether they embrace the changing trends, or 
stifle it at the risk of endangering the creative and technological 
advancement of pupils.

Driving forward, the question will not be if, but on what 
scale, do we roll it out? There’s no denying that tablet learning 
enhances achievement through creative freedom. However, as 
tablets embed themselves in our everyday lives, allowing us 
access to the entire world at our fingertips, the way in which this 
is supported, planned and controlled in schools with network 
infrastructure is crucial.

It’s safe to say the BYOD debate will continue to challenge 
school leaders over the coming months as policies regarding 
equality issues of pupils dominate the agenda. Finding economical 
yet fair and inclusive solutions to the issue of differing BYOD 
models, dependant on individual financial situations, will be one of 
the main challenges for school leaders to embrace and address.

Here to discuss are teaching experts in the field: Sarah 
Bedwell, Rachel Jones, Dominic Norrish and Adam 
Speight.

Sarah Bedwell: BYOD can bring about significant 
cost savings on infrastructure, as pupils are already 
familiar with their own devices, and can often use 
them in creative ways that teachers haven’t yet 
thought of. Pupils can learn at their own pace and 
recap lesson content, and as most devices used by 
pupils have instant access, there is less learning time 
wasted waiting for computers to boot up and pupils 
to log in.
 
Rachel Jones: BYOD not only provides an 
excellent platform for collaborative working, but 
also an innovative way of allowing successful and 
meaningful differentiation between learners. By pupils 
using their own devices in lessons, I find engagement 
in the learning improves and it empowers learners, as 
they’re using something that they’re used to at home, 
to learn something that they may not be as familiar 
with in class. This inevitably sparks curiosity and awe 
about learning in some sessions; something that I feel 
is often lost during Secondary school. 

Sarah Bedwell: Equity of access must be considered 
carefully. This goes for both access to devices, but 
also to Wi-Fi / data. There are other infrastructure 
considerations to be made, including network access, 
filtering and safeguarding, as well as physical protection 
for devices against breakage and theft. Teachers need 
to strictly monitor use of devices until trust is built up 
between staff and pupils - this can take significant time. 
Considerations for limiting use outside the classroom 
may need to be made as well.
 
Rachel Jones: The BYOD model does rely on 
positive drivers in school to embed good practice. It’s 
not something that I believe can be introduced into 
lessons in a rush; it certainly takes training, time and 
effort and staff need to be fully supported by SLT and 
governors.

 An important point with BYOD is never to 
assume that all children will be confident and good 
at using technology for learning. It’s easy to forget 
in the technological environment we live in, but for 

Dominic Norrish: Gibson’s oft-quoted ‘The future 
is already here — it’s just not very evenly distributed’ 
is the main reason for going BYOD. Done well, it puts 
an extremely empowering learning toolkit in every 
pupil’s hands, totally disrupting the current model of 
school ICT. In the medium-term, BYOD schools will 
shift their operating model for IT to “we’ll provide the 
infrastructure and services, the user will provide the 
device”. Today’s learners are permanently connected 
to their own social, academic and interest networks 
through a device. BYOD done well brings the school 
into this circle.
 
Adam Speight: It empowers pupils to learn more 
efficiently, as they can use a piece of technology 
they’re comfortable with in order to solve a particular 
problem. It enables digital learner systems to be 
set up, which can increase pupil confidence and get 
certain pupils involved who may not necessarily like 
getting involved in other school activities.

some, the thought of learning on their own, or with a 
borrowed device, will be daunting.

Dominic Norrish: There is the issue of legitimising 
illegitimate use: the problem of pupils’ phones as 
weapons of mass disruption becomes harder to manage 
when the fall back excuse of “I’m doing my work on 
it” becomes available. Also, far from bridging the gap 
between the poorest and wealthiest pupils, BYOD 
exacerbates it, with the less well-off often opting out 
entirely as a result of the fear of social shame.
 
Adam Speight: Clear rules and guidelines need 
to be drawn up by all stakeholders within a school 
environment before introducing BYOD, and pupils 
should be made to only use school Wi-Fi systems as 
opposed to their own so that safeguarding can take 
place by monitoring what their device is being used for. 
 
Sarah Bedwell: And always remember - teachers 
still need a back-up plan!

What kind of benefits can teachers expect from a BYOD programme?

What limitations or pitfalls could present themselves?

Sarah Bedwell Rachel Jones Dominic Norrish Adam Speight

Contributors

Benefits & Pitfalls

http://flyingmygeekflag.wordpress.com
http://createinnovateexplore.com/
http://educate1to1.org/book
http://www.kingsmonkton.org.uk/
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Battling through BYOD 
restrictions

BYOD: How it’s transforming 
1:1 learning in class

C onvincing my headteacher to give BYOD a 
go wasn’t easy. In fact, it took several years 
of casually dropping it into conversations, 

outright persuading and highlighting all of the 
potential benefits (I think he’d call it nagging!) before 
he capitulated. My school is in an area of economic 
and social deprivation and we, like many other 
schools, have faced increasing budget constraints in 
recent years. Our IT infrastructure was ageing and 
in dire need of replacing. I think it was the financial 
argument that convinced my headteacher in the 
end. We were able to delay wholesale computer 
replacements by two years by introducing BYOD.

It took a lot of planning and negotiating with SLT 
before we kicked it off. We had to keep equity of 

My school rolled out 1:1 BYOD in Years 7 and 
9, and intends to repeat this over three years 
until the entire school is 1:1. The reason 

for doing this was to make manageable waves of 
year groups with technology, so that teachers could 
become used to and eventually practiced at teaching 
with the pupils having the devices.

access in the forefront of our planning, as well as 
network security, safeguarding and device security. 
All of this is built into our very comprehensive 
IT policy. Pupils are welcome to use their devices 
if a teacher is displaying a green sign on their 
classroom door, provided it’s being used as per 
the teacher’s instructions. A red sign indicates that 
devices are banned and will be confiscated if seen. 
Devices are also banned in all communal areas at 
break and lunchtimes. 

The confidence of teaching staff has been 
paramount, and there has been extensive (and 
continuing) staff training during INSET and twilight 
CPD sessions. Training all those concerned has been 
time-consuming but vital, and has included parent 
and pupil sessions so that we could engage the major 
stakeholders in the school community.

At the same time we also launched Google Apps 
for Education, which was particularly well received by 
pupils and is now being well utilised by staff.

Another key thing that made the roll out successful 
was the formation of a keen group of pupil digital 
leaders, who are able to provide peer support as 
well as staff training. Giving everyone time and space 
to grow their confidence, as well as sharing good 
practice, was really important. Having a member of 
staff who was responsible for driving this change was 
also paramount, as was admitting mistakes we made 
and being willing to be responsive and flexible to the 
reality of having technology in school, rather than an 
idealised view of what it would be like.

The end result is more creative pupils. They 
produce their own images for use with Photoshop in 
Computer Science. They are coding their own games, 
manipulating images in Art, researching products and 
pricing components in D&T, blogging in English, using 
a huge range of apps in Performing Arts (GarageBand 
is a favourite with pupils), and watching experiments 
that for various reasons can’t be undertaken at school 
in Science. They’re recording live data in PE, accessing 
the Khan Academy in Maths, and so much more. This 
year we’re dipping our toes into flipped learning, 
based on the premise of pupils being able to use their 
own devices.

It takes careful planning and even more careful 
monitoring of pupils using their own devices at 
school. It also takes a huge amount of trust between 
staff and pupils to know that pupils are only using 
them for work and not social media in lessons. There 
must be clear consequences for breaching the rules, 
and a consistent application of the IT policy. All in all, 
it’s had a demonstrable benefit to our pupils and their 
learning.

Pupils are welcome to use their

devices if a teacher is displaying a

green sign on their classroom door.

Training all those concerned in BYOD

has been time-consuming but vital. 

Giving everyone time and space to

grow their confidence was really

important.

By Sarah Bedwell By Rachel Jones

http://flyingmygeekflag.wordpress.com
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HALF - iTeach
We provide amazing staff training and we help 
with deployment.  Our holistic approach 
ensures meaningful outcomes that have real 
impact and are truly transformative.

WWorking with thousands of schools across the 
UK, our staff are teachers who are passionate 
about one thing - learning & teaching. 
 
Talk to us. We’ll get things started and support 
you on every step of the journey.

Get started!
Read about a selection of products and services 
that can assist you with BYOD in your school.

iTeach iPad Training Precedence Technologies

iLockerz

The team at iTeach 
offer great teacher 
training for those 
schools and colleges 
throughout the UK 
who have headed 
down the route 
of iPad, and help 
schools new to iPad 
plan for success.

Focused on the needs and targets of the school, 
training is provided as a sustained programme 
over the school year with clear outcomes agreed 
with the school leadership team.

Employing only teachers, training is entirely 
focused on learning and teaching.

Precedence Technologies offers innovative 
products and services aimed at schools who wish 
to embrace flexible, modern technologies such 
as virtualisation, mobile devices and access from 
anywhere in order to enhance learning. 

Our reputation has been built on expert 
technical support and custom -designed products 
which is reflected in our strong and loyal 
nationwide customer base.

Embrace and transform ICT in your classroom 
and beyond in partnership with Precedence 
Technologies.

iLockerz are simple yet intelligent 
electronic lockers that give 
students a secure location to 
store and charge personal devices 
and equipment for short periods 
of time. With features like a 
comprehensive audit trail showing 
administrators all system/locker 
usage, the option to access a locker 
using a pin code an access control 
card or a fingerprint read and 

e  hello@iteach -uk.com     
w  www.iteach- uk.com    
t  @iteach_uk

e  sales@precedence.co.uk  
w  www.precedence.co.uk  
t  @PrecedenceTech

e  tellmemore@iLockerz.com 
w www.ilockerz.co.uk   
t  @iLockerzUK

various in-built charging points 
the iLockerz student charging 
stations are a must have for any 
school looking to implement an 
effective BYOD policy.

The iLockerz team 
are offering free onsite 
demonstrations to all 
customers that quote the  
‘IMS guide’ when calling in 
via 0121 270 6153.

http://bit.do/GilockerzPl28
http://bit.do/GiteachPl28
http://bit.do/GprescPl28
http://bit.do/GiteachA29
http://bit.do/GiteachA29
mailto:hello@iteach-uk.com
http://bit.do/GsyncA29
http://bit.do/GsyncA29
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Sarah Bedwell: Schools are going to have to be 
continually adapting their technology offerings, while 
ensuring that monitoring and filtering services are 
adaptable to the constantly changing technology available 
to pupils The need to teach digital citizenship across 
the curriculum will go hand-in-hand with the increase 
in BYOD usage. In short, schools need to embrace the 
technology that pupils are already bringing in, and all of 
the benefits that go alongside it, while still ensuring that 
equity of access and safeguarding remain priorities.
 
Rachel Jones: Could we be seeing wearable 
technology such as Google Cardboard? Or BYOD 
on multiple platforms? Wider school subscriptions to 
services such as Google Apps for Education are certainly 
on the cards, as well as the integration of augmented 
reality into more text books / school resources.
 

Sarah Bedwell: Instant access ensures less learning 
time wasted waiting for traditional technology, for one. 
Pupils are already familiar with their own technology and 
often use them in creative ways not envisaged by staff. 
There is huge potential for personalised learning and 
differentiation through using BYOD as part of a flipped 
learning programme. 
 
Rachel Jones: BYOD can provide learners with the 
maximum potential learning opportunities. It ensures 
that pupils are given the opportunity to be makers on 
content, and to be creative with their learning. Teachers 
need to make sure that the focus of a BYOD policy is 
pedagogy, not technology.
 

Dominic Norrish: I can see BYOB - Bring Your Own 
Browser - as a realistic alternative to a single platform 
1:1 scheme getting closer all the time. BYOB schools 
will define an ecosystem that allows the key tasks of file 
management, collaboration and workflow to take place 
using multi-platform apps or a browser. Good examples 
of such ecosystems are Microsoft’s Office 365 and 
Google’s Apps for Education. It’s only a question of time 
before equivalents to the ‘killer apps’ that people buy for 
iPads are also available via a browser.
 
Adam Speight: More published research  
will come about which shows BYOD policies can  
work if implemented correctly. I believe there will  
be less excuses about introducing a BYOD policy  
as mobile devices become even cheaper and  
affordable for everyone.

Dominic Norrish: I’ve experienced higher-quality 
outcomes from pupils, greater time spent on each 
task, and increased collaboration between pupils. 
BYOD offers improved communication between pupils 
and teachers, enriched perceptions of relevancy of 
learning tasks and, most importantly, enhancements to 
an acceleration of some of the key processes which 
underlie learning.
 
Adam Speight: BYOD allows pupils to reflect upon 
how a piece of technology can add value to a learning 
environment. It builds up a school infrastructure which will 
allow a BYOD policy to be successful from the offset, and 
empowers pupils to make decisions as to how they would 
like to go about producing a particular piece of work.

With all this in mind, what BYOD trends 
can we expect to see in the future?

What learning outcomes have you experienced with BYOD?

PIN code 
clever BYOD charging locker

Charge multiple 
devices

Up to 3 devices per bay 
with ChargeLine™ Ultra.

Scalable 
solution

From 12 to an unlimited 
amount of locker bays.

24/7 access 
to devices

Access to fully charged 
devices anytime.

Cloud based 
software option

Automatically assign PIN  
codes with TANmode™.

The Diplomat™ PIN incorporates 
individual charging lockers with a 
miniPad™ fitted to each locker bay, 
offering a host of functionality when 
using this clever standalone battery 
PIN controlled lock.

Visit lapsafe.com/pin or call us on 0800 130 3456 for more information

The Diplomat™ PIN
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